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"I just want everyone to be happy,"
Soon return to the Awake Light Source,
That long ago forever radia�ng,
But covered by ignorance for many life�mes,
Return soon to realize the Awake Source.”

For the past 18 years, since the day of Awakened, libera�ng the source of ignorance, taking the vow of 
Opening, Guiding sen�ent beings, Realizing, Merging into the Buddha Nature.

With Uncondi�onal Love and Wisdom that penetrates the human mind, with the Great Vow to help 
people, it is the Love of Sen�ent Beings, who are adri� in the deep sea of birth and death, but are happy 
and sad in it without knowing it, is the mo�va�on that helps us never stop entering the sleeping 
consciousness of each disciple, using many Awake tools to Wake Up, opening their wisdom, guiding, 
teaching, some�mes as hard as hammering at the head, some�mes as light as the stream of water seep-
ing into the mind of sen�ent beings; Some�mes s�rring up doubts in them to allow them to see the 
source of ignorance running in each person, some�mes traveling far away for many days, allowing the 
disciples who stay back facing the turmoil in the mind, deeply feeling the impasse and no way out, when 
there is no Awake light shining; Some�mes guiding and pushing the disciple to the dead end, helping 
them face the truth in themselves, so that they can contemplate about the deadlock that leads to suffer-
ing in the mind; Some�mes asking them con�nuously with many ques�ons, drilling into their ego, turn-
ing their minds around without any escape, helping them realize the ego of good, intelligent, winning 
and losing, right and wrong, good and bad, the ego of rich knowledge…all come from the source of igno-
rance; Some�mes for the disciples, who are too ignorant, believing everything real like an asleep person, 
like an addict, have to take a punishment, helping them to Wake Up from the ignorance and a�achment, 
to boldly walk on the Awake path, libera�ng from the suffering of birth and death; Some�mes right in 
�me, help them to realize "The Truth Before their Eyes, The thing that never born nor die" to inspire 
trust and mo�va�on for the disciples to stand up to sincerely ask for the Awake treasure; Some�mes 
staying silence, not answering ques�ons that only feed the ego of the disciples, aiming to help them 
realize: “Because of one illusive thought, Wandering in the cycle of birth and death, Lost and forget the 
way back, Don't know where is Des�na�on ”; Some�mes opening Wisdom, helping them realize the 
karmic force that gradually surrounds them; Some�mes allowing them to see clearly, that they have no 
more merits, thereby the spiritual path is delayed, stuck, judging, a�aching, drowsy; Some�mes chasing 
the disciples with the mind full of real a�achments, forcing them to leave the Center, in order to have 
the opportunity to look back at themselves to confirm their Awake goal, libera�ng from the thoughts of 
ignorance and a�achment; Some�mes constantly opening Wisdom for the disciples to see clearly what 
is Illusion, what is Awake, thereby developing the goal to Wake Up, libera�ng the source of ignorance 
that is controlling them every moment; Some�mes let students to meditate for hours, facing the 

MIRACULOUS AWAKE ESSENCE MANIFESTING AS A 
THOUSAND EYES, A THOUSAND HANDS,

AND A THOUSAND MEANS
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thoughts of ignorance in the mind to realize what is Awake, what is Illusion, thereby developing the goal 
to Wake Up to liberate the source of illusion that is constantly running inside; Some�mes introducing 
many "Ul�mate Games" (Awake retreats at the Center, Awake retreats out of state or abroad, tea party, 
gala dinner, going outreach, Awake New Year Fes�val ...), helping disciples to join and merge together 
to experience, allow direct self realiza�on of what is Real, what is Not Real, from there have the power 
to sincerely ask Awakened Ones for help to soon Merge into Awake World, Libera�ng the cycle of birth 
and death, Wake up the world; some�mes from the pure Awake Essence, radia�ng Awake light to open 
Wisdom for students with enough merits to merge into the Awake Light source, where there is full of 
Wisdom, Compassion, Awake tools and great vow of helping sen�ent beings, etc.

This immense range of Awake tools, being applied back and forth, extremely flexible, spontaneous - not 
through books, beyond knowledge, breaking stereotypes, not following the old path - is manifested 
from the pure, immaculate nature, point straight to the deeply sleeping mind, help the disciples to 
realize and merge into the infinite Awake source, libera�ng ignorance and a�achment, the karmic 
a�achment, expanding the vast Awake path. From there, the Awake trust and Awake vitality erupted 
completely, straight a path to merge into the pure nature of Tathagata, vow to accompany the three 
Buddhas, liberate countless beings.

In that immaculate pure essence, there is no place, no �me, no day and night, where "there is complete-
ly no object", thereby manifes�ng freely, regardless of early or late, a�ernoon, evening, some�mes from 
early morning un�l 3am, 4am in the next morning: Medita�on hall, dining room, in the car, at the park, 
on the mountain, at the beach... many days like that, during the course of the retreat, con�nuously open 
and awaken the Awake poten�al in them.

In that innate essence, empty without body, mind and realm, no I, no You, there is only boundless Love 
and infinite Wisdom and with great Vow to help all sen�ent beings, no ma�er who they are, regardless 
of men and women, race, religion, just know that, all have Awake poten�al but being covered by clouds 
of ignorance and a�achments, therefore they endure the suffering of birth and death.

To this day, the Awake flowers and fruits are blossoming. The disciples, through many �mes, spending 
lots of �me, received wisdom opening teachings and guidance and nurturing from Awakened Ones, 
many Lotus seeds have been awakened and transformed, there are Lotus seeds that have bloomed with 
a fragrant aroma, which is the driving force helping many other Lotus seeds rise, want to bloom, to 
escape the mud of muddy consciousness.

This is the only great vow a�er merged into the Awake world; it is that great vow that has pushed us to 
step into life devotedly, with the immense, spacious, pure and immaculate Essence. With that, just 
stepped in, nothing obstructed, the further stepping in, the more open, clear, all knowing, immaculate 
and free. The more we step in, the clearer the source of the a�achment leading to the suffering of 
sen�ent beings. The more we understand, the more we love sen�ent beings, and the more we vow step 
by step to help them so they can soon merge into the immaculate nature of Tathagata to liberate from 
all defilements and bondage.
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This is also the place, when I just arrived in this world, I had a very clear feeling why I came here, what 
to come for? In my mind, there is always the urge to return to the pure, spacious, immaculate Essence, 
and vow to bring sen�ent beings back to the pure, spacious, immaculate place, free from all illusion and 
a�achments leading to the suffering of themselves and others.

During the past 49 years, in that immense, spacious, immaculate Awake living, Miraculous Awake 
Essence con�nued to manifest and wake up people to soon return. That Miraculous Awake Essence is 
s�ll so clear from the �me I was arrived in this world un�l today, s�ll brightly shines the great vow of 
being present in this world, and con�nues commit to the goal of Opening, Guiding sen�ent beings, Real-
izing, Merging into the Buddha Nature.
“I come from the Awake Light Source, and come back to the Awake Light Source, step by step bringing 
sen�ent beings to the Awake Light Source, so what is Awake Light Source?

Sen�ent beings, the Awake Light Source is already inside each of you; please give yourself a chance to 
start the journey to return to the Awake Light Source; only living with that Awake Light Source, the state 
of mind becomes open, spacious, immense, pure, infinite and immaculate; That Miraculous Awake 
Essence, immense, vast, pervasive, clear throughout, disturbed by nothing, full of Wisdom and Uncondi-
�onal love.

The spacious, pure, immaculate nature is the true homeland that each person needs to return to, which 
frees all sources of illusion and a�achments leading to suffering. That is Miraculous Awake Essence, 
manifes�ng as a thousand eyes, a thousand hands, and a thousand means to bring all sen�ent beings to 
merge into the open, spacious, pure and immaculate nature."


